Establishment of a partially informative porcine somatic cell hybrid panel and assignment of the loci for transition protein 2 (TNP2) and protamine 1 (PRM1) to chromosome 3 and polyubiquitin (UBC) to chromosome 14.
Porcine lymphocytes and fibroblasts were fused with 3 different permanent rodent cell lines, and 21 stable somatic cell hybrid lines were established. These hybrid cell lines were characterized cytogenetically by sequential QFQ banding and chromosome painting using fluorescence in situ hybridization with porcine DNA. The lines were further characterized by PCR analysis with primer pairs derived from genes with confirmed mapping information. Using this panel, we assigned the locus encoding polyubiquitin (UBC) to chromosome 14, and the transition protein 2 locus (TNP2) and protamine loci (PRM1 and PRM2) to chromosome 3. Two chromosomal localizations have been further refined by radioactive in situ hybridization. UBC maps to chromosome 14q12-q15 and TNP2 to 3p11-p12.